LinkedUp lead Stefan Dietze and L3S colleague Besnik Fetahu coorganised together with the EUCLID project a tutorial on Learning with and about Linked Data and Semantic Web technologies. Following up on the successful first edition of the tutorial, held in May 2013 at WWW2013 in Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, the 2nd edition (“Online Learning and Linked Data - Lessons Learned and Best Practices”), built on the experiences within EUCLID and LinkedUp throughout the last year and provided updated insights and best practices about the use of Linked Data in educational settings.

The productive session was very well attended and well-received by the WWW audience. Whereas the first half was dedicated to an introduction to Linked Data principles and their use in Learning contexts and LinkedUp, together with a hands-on demo session, during the second half Marin Dimitrov (OntoText) and Alexander Mikroyannidis provided an update on how to train and transfer technical knowledge and skills related to Linked Data practices to practitioners and developers in education and learning.

Further slides and tutorial material are available from the tutorial website.
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